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"BOOK DESCRIPTION:One that might be valuable and may motivate the reader to consider the
ability of that invisible thread that ties hearts jointly in love and friendship, that no bond can
break, now not even death.We all take detours at the highway of life, for no matter what cause it
simply occurs and we do not have a hand in it, yet we needs to search for unforeseen presents
alongside that detour, since you simply should be surprized at what you may locate in this
remarkable trip that Mac McKinney embarks on.AUTHOR BIO:Jeanne international locations is
an writer and photographer dwelling within the Pacific Northwest on the ""Up The Creek
Ranch"" along with her husband and plenty of critters. Her inspriation comes from all of nature
and God's creatures. Jeanne feels that residing within the mountains is like being in a church
with out walls, and that's the place all of her divine concept comes from."
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